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Algorithms are an important constituent to judge search engine optimization success. As a
successful SEO, it is mandatory to understand whatâ€™s going-on with major search engine as it gives
an exact picture of results of solid optimization strategies. However, search engine algorithms
should be compared with building a solid and well-optimized website which is a better tool both for
search engine performances and attracting visitors coming through search.

It is always better to choose the option of siteâ€™s performance analytics over and above search engine
algorithms to give more importance to slow moving broader target i.e. your audience rather than
trying to hit the moving target of search engine algorithms. The reason is as soon as you improve
upon optimization through analytics, you are able to analyze that last shot which hit the mark and
plan your next step accordingly. On the contrary, chasing algorithms mean SEO team has to track
every change and plan proceedings to stay ahead. The latter process is more tedious while former
is better result producing with lesser efforts. Optimization through analytics is a proven method
where search engine optimization professionals have to understand the changes that should be
made to convert traffic into customers.

Important point to note is that search engines work by understanding the purpose of visit of visitors.
Search engines understand what people think as important and relevant to obtain exactly what is
wanted by them. Similar process is involved in understanding the analytics and making changes
within the site. If we make proper analytical changes within the website, we are successful in giving
the visitors what they want as well as fulfilling search enginesâ€™ expectations. Proper working style in
ecommerce solutions is to stay ahead in search engines rather than trying to catch-up with what is
expected.

The biggest benefit about analytics chasing is that it lets search engine optimizers to market their
websites for visitors directly. There is also a possibility that you build a search engine friendly
website and still achieve no customers. But analytics and algorithms alone can do nothing at all as
both are incomplete without the other. Search engine optimizers plan and deploy analytical changes
in the website and take care to fulfill search engine regularities to make the site attract targeted
visitors within the prescribed time-period.

Search engine optimizer always informs the importance of analytics to improve SEO efforts. It is not
merely getting the website rank high in search engine once those visitors visit the website. Worthy
visitors canâ€™t be directed to the website unless SEO personnel have a solid understanding of
processing of search engine and what changes are to be made on the website for global
optimization. Hiring SEO professional merely to make your website rank high in search engine for
specific keywords is not the solution. Websites from good web development Company and SEO
professionals may be perfect and scoring high ranks for your website but if the traffic is not
converted into customers it is a complete waste of efforts and money. Similarly, for on-site
conversions you need to have traffic for effective conversion.

With proper balance of algorithms and analytics, websites designed and developed by good Web
development Company are able to find their visitors and cash their ecommerce solutions to turn
them into prospective customers.
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